


Who is 1uur.nu

We help employees work productively and smartly with M365.

1uur.nu specialises in technology adoption. 

Practical
Just do it and do what you promise. We 

believe that simplicity always works 
best in the end

Personal
We respect personal work processes 

and take them as a starting point in our 
work

Effective
We are focused on the effective use of 

resources to achieve the highest 
possible return



1uur.nu way of working

First, we measure your organisation's readiness for adoption. This allows you to 
test the IT and workplace policies. Together, we develop a practical adoption 

approach, aimed at higher productivity and a better ROI for your IT investments.

We then test various adoption interventions on a selected group of employees. We 
offer a combination of Coaching & Training, communication support and Self-

support tools. We evaluate the impact, develop support materials and tailor the 
approach.

We then scale up our adoption services to the entire organisation. Of course, we 
continue to measure the impact. We transfer knowledge and secure the adoption 

possibilities in your organisation. 
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1uur.nu solutions

Modern Work 
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Team Training

IT-Coaching
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Adoption 
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Fase 1 Fase 2 Fase 3

4-6 weeks 6-10 weeks 10 weeks + 

how the technology works
where are the bottlenecks

How can adoption contribute?

Implementation of Modern work Center of 
Excellence
- 3 steps to a digitally productive organisation 

how to improve productivity
which interventions are appropriate

how does adoption scale up

Gain insights on
- digital behaviour
- skills
- work routines
and initiate adoption

define adoption strategy
- target groups and goals
- adoption interventions
- scenarios and routines
and test scaling

scale up adoption
- self-reliant employees
- higher productivity
- direction and transfer
and secure the change



Our costumers challengens
Employees struggle with changing digital experiences. Most common challenges include: 

Finding valuable information 
Many organisations have the infrastructure for 
improving information and knowledge sharing in 
the workplace, but employees aren't supported to 
utilize it effectively.

Communication struggles
Employees use a great number of communications 
tools like email, Teams, video and chat. However, 
they are often so bombarded with all 
communications that relevant information is lost 
in the shuffle.

Lack of collaboration agreements
This creates variation and inconsistent use within 
groups or across broader departments and 
constantly raises questions on what to use, where 
to store and how to collaborate.

Adjustingb to remote work
Working from home presents unique challenges. 
Such as less manager-employee time, blurred 
boundaries between work and private life and a 
decreased sense of belonging. 



Our results
Increase productivity, creativity & collaboration

44%
Larger increase in end-

user productivity

33% 
Larger unlocked

creativity

3.1x
Higher user 
satisfaction



Selection of our customers



1uur.nu – Omdat werken slimmer kan

Contact

Kleine landtong 19A
4201 HL Gorinchem

KvK 72495367

info@1uur.nu
0183-512253
1uur.nu
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